Teaching and learning have been fundamentally impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. As schools adjust to online, remote educational environments, the new Project MUSE Book Collection Subscription helps meet a critical demand for more reliable, trusted digital content.

The subscription provides access to over 60,000 online humanities and social science titles from major university presses and scholarly publishers at a specially-discounted price, and supports a wide range of immediate needs for class use and student research.

How do high school libraries benefit from Project MUSE?

◊ Multidisciplinary content essential for schools teaching Advanced Placement (AP) courses or offering and International Baccalaureate (IB) programs
◊ Term Paper Research
◊ Information literacy instructions
◊ Continuing education for teachers and librarians
New e-books are periodically added to the collection as they are released throughout the year. In combination with our comprehensive journals subscription collection for schools, the new book subscription collection provides school libraries with a rich resource for students to explore both current and timeless topics, and for teachers to meet their curricular needs.

◊ ALL SUBSCRIPTIONS RUN ON A CALENDAR YEAR TERM, EXPIRING DECEMBER 31 REGARDLESS OF START DATE.

◊ THERE ARE NO ROLLING SUBSCRIPTION TERMS.

◊ PROJECT MUSE SUPPORTS ACCESS VIA IP AUTHENTICATION AND REFERRING URL.

◊ INDIVIDUAL USERNAME/PASSWORD ACCESS IS NOT AVAILABLE.

◊ SUBSCRIPTION REQUIRES A LICENSE AGREEMENT.